Thursday, September 20 at 11 AM

Shelter Rock Public Library proudly presents:

ARCHITECTURE AND YOU

What Makes 2 Famous NYC Skyscrapers Beautiful—and Useful to Our Lives!

Why are the Chrysler and Empire State Buildings recognized and loved by people all over the world—and have been for 75 years?

Architects Dale Laurin and Anthony Romeo explain why as they discuss these landmarks in relation to this groundbreaking principle by poet and critic Eli Siegel, founder of the education Aesthetic Realism:

“All beauty is a making one of opposites, and the making one of opposites is what we are going after in ourselves.”

Dale Laurin, RA, is an Aesthetic Realism consultant and a Team Leader for the New York City Department of Design & Construction. Anthony Romeo, AIA, is an Aesthetic Realism associate and Director of Capital and Facilities Management for Queens Library. Both speakers are adjunct Assistant Professors of Architecture at CUNY College of Architectural Technology. They have given many talks on architecture and life at the not-for-profit Aesthetic Realism Foundation in Manhattan.

www.AestheticRealism.org